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The diagnostic and therapeutic effectiveness of Energetic Physiology-Bioresonance is a result of a trained user and 
NOT by the device itself

The energetic regulating physiology by the administration of electromagnetic frequencies is an innovative part 
of environmental medicine which has many diagnostic and therapeutic effects on humans. The issue is not the 

It has been reported that non professionals have been using different kinds of electromagnetic devices for diagnostic 
and therapeutic purposes and the result for the patient is wrong diagnosis and absolutely wrong therapy. Therefore, 
this electromagnetic technology-bioresonance must be performed from ONLY trained professionals for better results 

potential to train professionals for energetic devices and below is a very good device and relatively of low cost that 
everybody can handle. The training is very easy and will be free of charge for the potential doctors that will get the 
device. 

Description of the Device

1, It is A Touch Screen Computer itself.    

2, Prediction without symptoms: With only 10 or so cells of pathological change, the analyzer can capture the change 
pathological changes of cells and predict the precursor of disease. By taking health-care actions at this moment, you 
will be enabled to effectively prevent the various chronic diseases.

3, Speed and accuracy: Multiple indicators of your health can be obtained within minutes. This analysis method is 

method, strict health statistic treatment and demonstration of a large number of clinical cases, leading thus to a high 
analysis accuracy.

4, Non-invasive and painless: The analysis will tell you the condition of your health without hemanalysis or 
radiography.

5, Simple and convenient: It is easy in operation and in general, people will be able to analyze and interpret the result 
through short-term training. Health check can be performed in any place and at any time, saving the time of patients. 
The cost for analysis is adequate and can be accepted by most consumers.
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6, It can be connected to computer to show the test process.

For more information to export manager Mr. Paul Wein, you can contact at: rminfo@rmbiomed.com
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